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Tan Binh Industrial Park (TBIP) is established at the end of 2013 invested by
Tan Binh Industrial Park Joint Stock Company with Phuoc Hoa Rubber Joint Stock
Company (PHR) as the major shareholder while PHR is affiliated with Vietnam
Rubber Group (VRG). PHR is an organization which has potential funds, lands and a
lot of experience, capability in investing in industrial and residential infrastructure
sectors. Some of the industrial parks and residential areas which PHR has invested
such as Nam Tan Uyen Industrial Park (Binh Duong), Phuoc Dong Industrial Park (Tay
Ninh), Phuoc Hoa Residential (Phu Giao, Binh Duong).

TBIP has the area of 352.5 hectares located in the Northern part of Binh Duong
province which is one of provinces in the Southern Key Economic Zone of Vietnam,
and where concentrates many industrial zones of the country. TBIP has an advantage
of location for transportat ion which is only 15 km away from Binh Duong Integrated
Polit ical – Administrat ive Center, 51 km from Ho Chi Minh City to the northwest, and
very convenient for accessing to raw materials areas in Binh Phuoc province and
Central Highlands (Tay Nguyen) on the main road DT 741, especially abundant supply
of wood and natural rubber latex. Because of this favorable geographical location,
TBIP especially attracts investors who specializes in manufacturing products from
wood and natural rubber.

Even though TBIP is a newly established industrial park compares with other industrial
parks in the southern industrial zone, however, with location advantage, synchronous
infrastructure system, and favorable investment policy of Binh Duong province
government. TBIP is confident to determine to be a highly attract ive destination for
investors in Vietnam and around the world coming to Binh Duong which has other
popular industrial parks such as Song Than, VSIP, My Phuoc.
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